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A number of memristive devices, mainly ReRAMs, have been reported to exhibit a unique non-zero crossing hys-
teresis attributed to the interplay of resistive and not yet fully understood ‘capacitive’, and ‘inductive’ effects. This
work exploits a kinetic simulation model based on the stochastic cloud-in-a-cell method to capture these effects. The
model, applied to Au/BiFeO3/Pt/Ti interface-type devices, incorporates vacancy transport and capacitive contributions.
The resulting nonlinear response, characterized by hysteresis, is analyzed in detail, providing an in-depth physical
understanding of the virtual effects. Capacitive effects are modeled across different layers, revealing their significant
role in shaping the non-zero crossing hysteresis behavior. Results from kinetic simulations demonstrate the impact of
frequency-dependent impedance on the non-zero crossing phenomenon. This model provides insights into the effects of
various device material properties, such as Schottky barrier height, device area and oxide layer on the non-zero crossing
point.

The transition from standard CMOS-based devices to mem-
ristive devices is a revolutionary advancement in electron-
ics and computing. For decades, the electronics industry
has been dominated by CMOS-based devices. However,
memristive devices have emerged as a promising alternative
with distinctive attributes1. Memristive devices can retain
information about the amount of charge that flows through
them, as demonstrated in their history-dependent resistance
function2–4. As charge accumulates, the conductance of the
memristor can change and remain altered until a charge reset
occurs. One of the main fingerprints of all memristive devices
is their pinched current-voltage characteristics (I-V curves) or
hysteresis5.

The I-V curves of memristive devices typically exhibit a
pinched hysteresis shape, arising from their nonlinear dynam-
ics. Notably, there is a zero crossing point where current be-
comes zero at zero voltage5. However, several ‘real-world’
devices, mainly resistive switching random access (ReRAM)
devices, have shown a non-zero crossing hysteresis, indicating
presence of some charge, like in a battery7–11. Literature sug-
gests that capacitive and virtual inductive effects contribute to
this phenomenon. It is important to note that at least the later
effects are not due to physical inductances but could be due to
different processes that contribute to switching. This means
that it would be more appropriate, as mentioned by Qingjiang
et al.12 to consider the nonlinear change in resistive switching
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as a change in the impedance rather than just memristance.
Such a nonlinear interplay of resistive, capacitive, and virtual
inductive effects introduces frequency-dependent impedance,
affecting the phase relationship between voltage and current
and generating higher harmonics.

Modeling and simulation techniques provide powerful
tools for understanding the impact of capacitive and vir-
tual inductive effects on non-zero crossing hysteresis in I-V
curves of memristive devices. Including ion/vacancy trans-
port and capacitive effects in memristive device models is
essential, with inductive effects included as inertia effects
in particle transport, as explained later. Consequently, we
will use the term ‘inertia effects’ rather than ‘inductive ef-
fects’. Several proposed models simulate particle transport-
based resistive devices in ReRAMs, offering multidimen-
sional computational13–16 and compact models suitable for
circuit simulations17–19. Compact models for filamentary
devices, including capacitive and/or inductive effects, are
published12,20,21, such models for interface-type ReRAMs are
currently unavailable. Existing models also don’t fully ac-
count for physical and chemical processes contributing to
stochastic vacancy transport and virtual effects.

This paper examines the nonlinear behavior of interface-
type memristive devices, utilizing a kinetic simulation model
based on the stochastic cloud-in-a-cell (CIC) method for the
bismuth ferrite oxide memristive device (BFO)6. Unlike the
state-of-the-art compact models, this method more precisely
incorporates the stochastic ion or vacancy transport (like the
multidimensional computational models), whereas it is fast
and accurate like the state-of-the-art compact models. In
this paper, the CIC model proposed by Yarragolla et al.6,22,23

mainly for interface-type ReRAMs is further modified to in-
corporate capacitive and inertia effects.
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FIG. 1. (a) The modified equivalent circuits of BFO device6 with parallel capacitors across different layers. (b) Different capacitive components
in BFO. (c) Depletion layer width variation at LRS and HRS

Typically, the interface-type memristive devices are
two-terminal ReRAM devices consisting of a three-layer
metal-insulator-metal stack with either a Schottky or tunnel-
ing contacts at the metal/oxide interfaces and a solid-state
electrolyte sandwiched between these interfaces. The resistive
switching in these devices takes place by the drift-diffusion
or trapping-de-trapping of charged defects, i.e., positively
charged oxygen vacancies in Au/BiFeO3/Pt/Ti BFO device9.
The simulation and modeling of such a mechanism have
already been demonstrated for BFO using the CIC method.
For a detailed description of the method, refer to the work by
Yarragolla et al.6,22 The pseudo-code of the method and the
device-specific parameters used in this work are provided in
the supplementary material.

Vacancy transport: In the CIC-based approach, the solu-
tion of particle transport and the electric field are conducted
iteratively. For an input voltage bias, the particles are trans-
ported based on their drift velocity, calculated using the acti-
vation energy, UA, and electric field, E, obtained by solving
the Poisson equation. The drift velocity is calculated as fol-
lows based on the probability of the particle movement from
one lattice site to another24,25,

vD = ν0d exp
(
− UA

kBT

)
sinh

(
|z|edE

kBT

)
, (1)

where d is the lattice constant, ν0 is the phonon frequency, kB
is the Boltzmann constant, e is the elementary charge, T is the
temperature, and z is the charge number of the ion. Once the
ion or vacancy transport is completed, the electrical parame-
ters, such as the currents and voltages across different layers,
are calculated. To incorporate capacitive effects, parallel ca-
pacitors are added across different layers in the equivalent cir-
cuit models of BFO, as illustrated in Fig. 1(a). The modified
equivalent circuit yields the following equations by applying

Kirchhoff’s current and voltage laws:

ISCt +IC,SCt = IBFO+IC,BFO =−(ISCb +IC,SCb)= I, and (2)

VDevice =VSCt +VBFO −VSCb . (3)

For simplicity, we assume an equal voltage drop across the
Schottky contact or oxide, and the capacitors. The resistive
current through the Schottky contact is computed as follows26,

ISC = AdA∗T 2exp
{
−ΦSC

kBT

}(
exp

{
eVSC

nSCkBT

}
−1

)
. (4)

Here nSC is the ideality factor, ΦSC is the Schottky barrier
height, and A∗ is the effective Richardson constant. More-
over, the current across the oxide region is given by the gen-
eral Ohm’s law,

IBFO = σBFOAd
VBFO

lBFO
, (5)

where lBFO is the length of the active BFO oxide layer and σ

is its conductivity of BFO.

Capacitive effects: Identifying and characterizing capaci-
tive elements in nanoscale devices requires an in-depth explo-
ration of the intricate processes within these structures. At this
scale, ReRAM devices demonstrate complex behaviors influ-
enced by factors like metal-insulator interfaces, vacancy trans-
port, and interlayer interactions. Capacitive elements within
the device can be distinguished based on specific functions
in different regions, including charge storage at metal-oxide
interfaces, capacitance related to defects and interfaces, di-
electric layer capacitance, and interlayer capacitance in multi-
layered structures. To determine capacitive components in
interface-type devices, Mohamed et al.’s20 approach for fil-
amentary devices is followed, as shown in Fig. 1(b). This
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(a) (b)

(d)(c)

FIG. 2. The change in (a) input voltage, (b) capacitance, (c) deple-
tion layer width, and (d) capacitive current across the top and bottom
Schottky contact.

includes capacitance between the interface and defects, ca-
pacitance between positive and negative defects, oxide capac-
itance, and capacitance at the interfaces. Capacitive effects are
modeled using effective capacitance values, and the methods
for modeling capacitance across these interfaces are discussed
below.

The capacitance of a Schottky contact is affected by the
dynamics of the depletion layer, a region near the interface
of metal and semiconductors with a lack of charge carriers.
Changes in the depletion layer’s width occur as charge ac-
cumulates or depletes in this region, ultimately affecting the
overall capacitance of the Schottky contact27. This is demon-
strated in Fig. 1c. When a positive voltage is applied to the
metal-semiconductor junction, the barrier height decreases,
attracting more charge carriers to the interface and causing
a narrowing of the depletion layer. Some electrons may flow
through the barrier toward the metal electrode, leaving pos-
itively charged empty traps near the interface. In contrast,
applying a negative bias raises the barrier and prevents elec-
trons from flowing through it. Yet they may be injected into
the empty traps. This causes the traps to become neutral and
resume functioning, increasing the depletion width28. The
change in depletion layer width corresponds to fluctuations in
the capacitance of the Schottky contact. The depletion region
width can be determined based on the charge accumulation
of the effective barrier height at the metal/oxide interfaces as
follows:

dSC =

√
2ε0εr,BFO (ΦSC −qVSC − kBT )

en
, (6)

dSCeff = dSC(1+λd q(t)), (7)

where ε0 is the vacuum permittivity,εr,BFO is the relative per-
mittivity of BFO and n is the defect density. Eq. (7) de-
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FIG. 3. The experimental and simulated I-V curves of BFO memris-
tive devices with and without the capacitive effects (C).

fines the rate at which the depletion layer width changes
where λd is the fitting parameter between 0 and 1, chosen
to match the simulation results with experiments and q(t) =
dBFO(t)−dBFO,initial

d̄BFO,initial
is the internal state of the device, where

dBFO =
∑

Nvacancies
i=1

(
x̄i − x̄SCb

)
Nvacancies

. (8)

Here, x̄i is the position of ith mobile vacancy, x̄SCb is the po-
sition of bottom Schottky contact and Nvacancies is the number
of mobile vacancies.

The capacitance of the Schottky junction can be determined
by utilizing the electrostatic capacitance equation applied in
a parallel plate capacitor using the permittivity of the ox-
ide layer. Furthermore, the general electrostatic capacitance
equation is employed to determine the capacitance across a
solid-state electrolyte. Here, the effective capacitance result-
ing from the capacitance between different charged defects
and defects and interface is considered.

The electrostatic capacitance and the current can be calcu-
lated using the following formula respectively:

CSC/BFO =
ε0εr, BFOAd rC

dSCeff/BFO
and (9)

IC,SC/BFO =CSC/BFO
dVSC/BFO

dt
(10)

Capacitance is often adjusted by a roughness factor, reflect-
ing deviation of the actual surface area from the ideal geo-
metric area. Similarly, here, a correction factor (rC ∈ (0,1))
aligns simulations with experiments, addressing nanoscale
non-idealities. rC represents capacitance reduction and con-
siders factors like dielectric heterogeneity, interface effects,
frequency dependence, oxide thickness variations, quantum
effects, and process-related variability. Through iterations, an
optimal value of rC minimizes disparities between theoretical
predictions and experimental results under diverse conditions.
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FIG. 4. (a)-(d) The shift in non-zero crossing point, (e)-(h) the change in q(t) and (i)-(j) the change in bottom Schottky contact capacitance of
the device due to the bottom Schottky contact barrier ((a),(e),(i)), BFO permittivity ((b),(f),(j)), BFO layer length ((c),(g),(k)), and the area of
the device ((d),(h),(l)). The different colored points in plots (a)-(d) indicate the voltage and current at the non-zero crossing point.

The depletion layer width, its corresponding capacitance,
and current across Schottky contact capacitors are displayed
in Fig. 2 for the BFO device. For an input voltage given in
Fig. 2(a), the top depletion layer width (dSCt) near the Au
electrode slightly increases while the bottom depletion layer
width (dSCb) near the Pt electrode decreases as shown in Fig.
2(c). As oxygen vacancies move towards the Pt electrode,
the changes in the top and bottom Schottky barrier heights re-
sult in this phenomenon. The capacitance plot (Fig. 2(b)) and
capacitive current plot (Fig. 2(d)) reveal that the capacitance
across the bottom Schottky contact has a significant impact on
the overall capacitive effects in BFO.

Inertia effects: The equation that controls the movement
of charged particles considering drift velocity and friction,
mimics the language of an electrical circuit. This model dis-
plays the system as a group of interconnected resistors and
inductors, linking particle dynamics with circuit characteris-
tics. This perspective is based on a fundamental approach,
i.e., a simplified momentum conservation equation for posi-
tive charge carriers,

m
dvD

dt
= eE −mγvD (11)

Here, vD is the drift velocity, E is the driving electric field,
γ is the frequency for collisions of charged particles with the
atoms of the background lattice. m and e are the particle mass
and charge, respectively. After multiplying the momentum
equation with e and the particle density n and defining the
current density by j = envD, we get a so-called generalized
Ohm’s law

d j
dt

=
e2n
m

E − γ j (12)

In principle, this is nothing but the Drude model of electrical
conduction in materials (especially metals). Assuming a ho-
mogeneous one-dimensional scenario, we can introduce the
current by I = jAd and the voltage by V = E lBFO. Substitut-
ing this, we find

VBFO =
mlBFO

e2nAd

dIBFO

dt
+

mlBFO

e2nAd
γIBFO =LBFO

dIBFO

dt
+RBFOIBFO

(13)
In this context, RBFO represents ohmic resistance, and LBFO
represents an inductance of oxide layer. However, it is im-
portant to note that LBFO does not refer to electromagnetic
induction. Instead, it serves as a model for inertial effects due
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FIG. 5. The simulated I-V curves obtained for a sinusoidal input volt-
age with various frequencies and amplitudes of (a) 4.5 V, (b) 6.5 V,
(c) 8.5 V and (d) 10.5 V. Dotted lines in each plot indicate the non-
zero crossing points.

to the finite mass of the charged particles involved.
When modeling ion motion in an oxide, it is crucial to allow

for the impact of inertia. The momentum equation (general-
ized Ohm’s law) accurately calculates the average velocity of
charged particles, comprising ions and electrons, experiencing
an electric field. Consequently, the equation for the voltage
drop mirrors the charged particles’ movement due to an elec-
tric field. It, therefore, includes resistive and inertia effects,
and integrating these effects eliminates the need for a separate
evaluation when explaining the intricate vacancy movement
in an oxide.

By incorporating the above-discussed Eqs. (6)-(13) into the
CIC model for different layers of BFO, the I-V curves shown
in Fig. 3 are obtained that illustrate the nonlinear behavior of
BFO devices resulting from the coexistence of resistive, ca-
pacitive, and inertia effects. To obtain the I-V curves shown
in Fig. 3, an input voltage (Fig. 2(a)) of 8.5 V was utilized, in
conjunction with the parameters used by Yarragolla et al.6 in
Table S1. The figure compares the I-V curves of BFO with
and without capacitive effects. A non-zero crossing at -0.21 V
is observed for the red curve, even without capacitive effects.
Via simulations, we observed that this crossing is random,
i.e., we may observe a zero crossing or a non-zero crossing,
and it varies between different voltage cycles and devices due
to unpredictable stochastic vacancy movement influenced by
the electric field and activation energy. Rapid vacancy mo-
tion during reset linked to the two-order magnitude increase
in vacancy mobility during negative bias, as reported by Du et
al.9, causes a non-zero crossing in some cycles, highlighting

the stochastic nature of vacancy dynamics. As mentioned by
Qingjiang et al., inductive effects can also contribute to non-
zero crossing12; based on this, we attribute this vacancy mo-
tion during RESET to changes in virtual inductivity, which we
refer to in this paper as inertial effects. Furthermore, including
capacitive effects, the resulting curve (blue) has a similar non-
linear current variation with the input voltage. It reveals sim-
ilar hysteresis characteristics but with a noticeable non-zero
crossing. This curve highlights a precisely similar change in
current with the crossing point shifted to -2.9 V, as observed
in the experimental I-V curve (black).

Analyzing the shifts of non-zero crossing points in BFO
device I-V curves under various parameters provides insights
into the interplay of capacitive and inertia effects. These
simulation-based findings offer a better understanding of
device-switching behavior in response to changes in device
parameters, a perspective that may not be easily studied ex-
perimentally. An isolated variation of the different capacitive
components supports the attribution of the underlying mecha-
nism. As shown in Fig. 4(a), the capacitance should decrease
with higher barrier height, shifting to lower voltages. How-
ever, the observed shift in the crossing point to higher VDevice
is more significant, attributed to changes in inertia effects. The
alterations in the BFO device parameters can affect the elec-
tric potential and electric field, affecting vacancies’ mobility
and drift velocity. This change in drift velocity indirectly af-
fects the inertia effects discussed earlier in Eqs. (11)-(13).
Consequently, the position of the vacancies and, therefore,
q(t) is also altered, which can be considered a way of mea-
suring inertia effects. As illustrated in Fig. 4(e)-(h) and Fig.
4(i)-(l), monitoring q(t) and capacitance, respectively, can il-
luminate these dynamics for a comprehensive understanding.
For similar reasons, changes in BFO oxide permittivity shift
the crossing point to lower voltages (Fig. 4(b)) with increased
capacitance, but the influence on device operation remains al-
most constant. Furthermore, variations in BFO layer length
as shown in Fig. 4(c) result in a shift to lower voltages due
to the inverse relationship between depletion layer width and
capacitance. This shift is primarily due to the interplay of ca-
pacitive and inertia effects. Lastly, modifications in the device
area lead to a vertical upward shift in currents, as increased ca-
pacitance is outweighed by resistive current dominance (Fig.
4(d)). In summary, the mechanism of non-zero crossing in
the overall switching kinetics in ReRAM devices is a com-
plex phenomenon involving resistive, capacitive, and inertia
effects (unrelated to any induction). To further support this,
we included the corresponding I-V curves in Fig. S1 and plot-
ted the terms in Eq. (13) to demonstrate the inertia effects in
Fig. S2 of the supporting material.

The frequency-dependent behavior of memristive devices
requires a comprehensive exploration due to the notable al-
terations induced by the introduction of capacitive and inertia
effects on their nonlinearity and non-zero crossing hysteresis.
Fig. 5 shows different I-V curves for a BFO device under si-
nusoidal input voltages with different amplitudes and frequen-
cies. The plots reveal several observations. Increasing the
maximum device voltage (VDevice,max) at a constant frequency
amplifies the hysteresis lobe region, correlating with oxygen
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vacancy repositioning in the BFO18,22. Higher voltages exert
stronger forces on vacancies, causing them to drift toward the
Pt interface, which alters the q(t) and hence the impedance.
This phenomenon is more prevalent at lower frequencies.

At higher frequencies, the hysteresis loop area decreases,
limited by the time for lattice jumps and affecting resistive
switching. Beyond 10 Hz, the I-V curves exhibit resistor-like
behavior in BFO. This can be explained by the dynamic in-
terplay of capacitive and resistive effects at varying frequen-
cies, leading to hysteresis saturation. At increased (decreased)
frequencies, the capacitive reactance (XC = 1/2π fC) rapidly
decreases (increases), leading to a swift rise (fall) in capaci-
tive current. Finally, the capacitive effects, identified as the
’battery effect’, significantly impact the zero-crossing cur-
rent. The crossing points deviate from the origin more fre-
quently as the voltage increases12. As capacitance increases
with frequency, resulting in reduced capacitive reactance and
enhanced charge storage, the system’s battery effect intensi-
fies, shifting the crossing point away and leading to a nearly
linear current change at 100 Hz, thereby eliminating the non-
zero crossing. Only the parameters for the bottom Schottky
contact are plotted in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 due to their signifi-
cant influence on the device’s switching behavior over the top
Schottky contact and oxide layer.

Simulated results confirm capacitive and inertia effects con-
tribute to non-zero crossing hysteresis in the BFO device, par-
ticularly noticeable at higher frequencies, adding complexity
to its switching characteristics. The research proposes a ro-
bust model to comprehend inherent nonlinearity in interface-
type ReRAM devices, facilitating frequency response analy-
sis. Incorporating these effects into simulation models for all
ReRAM devices is crucial beyond BFO. Understanding de-
rived from such models is vital for advancing research and
optimizing ReRAMs for applications in neuromorphic com-
puting and hardware security. The model captures the com-
plex interplay of resistive, capacitive, and inertia effects, pro-
viding valuable insights for maximizing ReRAM potential in
emerging technologies.
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